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Abstract: In the era of bigdata and IoT, large amount of data is generated, that ranges upto some petabytes, i.e. Bigdata. Everyone 

using a machine spends a lot of time acquiring and storing data. Also small and large enterprises use and generate large amount 

business data which needs to be stored. Finding enough storage space to hold all the acquired data requires larger storage servers or 

external storage devices or deletion of older files. Deleting older files may result in loss of important data for organizations. Data in IoT 

are of different varieties i.e. they are unstructured and hence available in different sizes as well as possess different attributes and are 

required for knowledge generation. These are required to be packed into bins of defined sizes such that minimum number of bins is 

used to pack maximum data, in order to reduce storage cost and ease of data access and retrieval, by designing appropriate algorithm. 

Hence, we design a variable-size bin-packing algorithm for data generated from IoT. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In bin packing, a sequence of fixed size data items are 

received, each must be assigned to a bin and sum of their 

sizes must not exceed the bin capacity, minimizing the bins 

used. Variable-size bin packing problem minimizes the sum 

of capacities of bins used. Variable-size bin packing problem 

differs from the classical one: bins do not have constant 

capacity, but set of heterogeneous capacities. The allocation 

is made considering capacity constraints, availabilities of the 

bins and arrival times of the data items, different costs and 

the processing times of the bins and deadlines of the items. 

IoT (Internet of Things) is a network of objects that sense, 

communicate and share information over an IP network. 

Regular data collection and analysis of the data acquired is 

used to initiate actions providing a wealth of information for 

planning, management and decision making. Data that is 

generated from IoT will be packed into bins of different 

sizes. 

 

2. Motivational Survey 
 

Papers [1], [3] consider the different ways in which each bin 

can be packed for completion, [5] Uses fitness function 

without using any GA operator, domain-specific knowledge. 

Resource allocation for overload avoidance and green 

computing [2], allocation of tasks to identical processors 

[13], additional capacity information for better packing, 

multi-resource allocation and scheduling solutions [15], 

allocating memory of servers for online requests, selecting 

minimum servers minimizing total cost [8], decision making 

for information that arrives in parts [11]. For bin packing, 

uncertain volumes and capacities [12], variable bin size, cost 

of packing and the possibility of splitting items [7] and 

heterogeneous bins of different volumes and fixed selection 

costs at minimum total bin-selection cost [16] are considered. 

Hyper boxes are packed in d-dimensional heterogeneous bins 

to minimize the total volume of bins [17]. Generalizing the 

square packing problem and the graph colouring problem, 

studying multi-dimensional version of the bin packing 

problem with conflicts [14]. [6] Applies the relative worst-

order ratio to online algorithms. Authors of [4] propose 

parallel approximation BPA, results similar to FFD heuristic, 

complexity of O (logn). [10],[16],[17],[19] use bounded 

space bin packing  problem. Authors of [20],[23] document 

the research trends in IoT, vision, challenges, usage and 

building blocks using RFID, IP stacks and web servers for 

smart objects for social and governance issues, [24] presents 

the Cloud centric vision. Authors of [18] propose 

architecture of smart hospital overcoming disadvantages of 

hospital information systems: fixed information point, 

inflexible networking mode, etc., [21] solutions for food 

supply chain (FSC) and in-home healthcare (IHH) and 

challenges, [19] adapting unified data spaces and semantics 

for design and implementation of MIDIS (Multi-Intelligence 

Data Integration Services) uses Big Data technologies with 

ontological models, semantic-based analysis services and 

[22] recent developments for semantic technologies like 

information modelling, ontologies and semantic data 

processing and challenges.  

 

3. Proposed System 
 

For large organizations which require large amount of 

storage, there is a need to utilize the existing storage well so 

that excess of storage is not provisioned due to improper data 

(object) placement in bins. For this, we design the variable 

size bin packing algorithm for data generated via IoT. 

 

3.1 System Architecture 

 
Figure 
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The Sensor network is responsible for generating data in IoT. 

The data ladder is the container of the data coming at 

regularly intervals from IoT. It is a means of storing and 

forwarding the data as input to the system server in order to 

initiate the actions. System Server is the main processing unit 

that performs system operations such as generation of data 

descriptors, serving the client requests by giving appropriate 

responses, providing access to the data by access, storage, 

upload and download functionality. Also, the main proposed 

algorithm is executed on this server. This processed data is 

stored on the Local DB and transferred to the distributed 

storage via internet using JSON. The Android application is 

the client through which the end users send requests and 

receive responses in the form of JSON file to and from the 

system server. 

 

3.2 Mathematical Modelling 

 

Let, S : y = f(x) be the proposed system. Let 'S' be the 

programmer's perspective to the system such that: S ={s, e, 

Y, X,  fs, ff, mems, DD, NDD, ...|ф} where, s is the start of 

the system. Start includes the initialization of the system by 

verifying the readiness of input data and functions. 

 

e is the end of the system say, allocation of object sequence 

to different buckets for efficient storage utilization and exit. 

Y is the output of the system i.e. the sequence (order) of 

objects to be placed in each bin. 

 

Let, Y = {B1 = {O1, O2, O3... On}, B2 = {O1, O2, O3, ...Om}, 

...Bx = {O1,O2, ...Op}} where, Bi є B and Ok є O. 

X is the input to the system i.e. the objects and their sizes, 

bins and their capacity, etc. 

Let, X = {B, O, C, size, Q} such that, 

 

B is the set of bins available, where B = {B1, B2, B3, ...Bx} 

and C is the capacity of each bin such that C is the set of 

different capacities of the bins. where, Bi → Cj i.e. each bin 

has a capacity Cj such that, Cj є C, i.e. each capacity belongs 

to some capacity class i.e. C є Cap. 

 

Here, we say capacity class as we are using variable size bin-

packing algorithm. We are sorting the capacities in order to 

place the like capacities into one capacity class. Therefore, 

there will be number of capacity classes, Cap = {CC1, CC2, 

CC3, ...CCn}, depending upon the sorted capacities. Best case 

will be one to one relation between the bin and the capacity 

class, Bi є CCk, i.e. only one bin Bi with capacity Cj in 

capacity class CCk which will avoid the searching and the 

complexity of search will be improved to O(1). 

 

O is set the objects of data to be stored in the bins, where 

each object has some size such that Ok → size. 

 

Qc is the number of bins in each capacity class. Qc decides 

the number of objects to be placed in the bins such that,  

size(O) = Cj*Qc, where size(O) is the summation of sizes of 

all the objects and Csum is the total capacities of all the bins 

i.e. Cj*Qc. But, this is the best case. This wont be true in most 

of the cases as the object sizes and their arrangement in bins 

for best case performance results, i.e. placement of more 

number of objects in less number of bins, needs more 

parameters to be added.  fpack is the system function which is 

the bin packing function, responsible for placing the objects 

into the respective bin(s). The bin packing algorithm will be 

executed on each capacity class as if it was a classic bin-

packing algorithm. 

Let, fpack: X →  Y . 

The benefit of executing fpack on each capacity class as a 

classic bin packing algorithm will help in exploiting the 

multi-core feature of the algorithm. This can be achieved by 

creating morphs of the system function fpack and executing it 

on the different cores of the server machine for different 

capacity classes.  

 

It also needs some supporting functions which are obtained 

from the set ff. ff is set of the friend functions for fpack say, 

sorting function for objects is one of the friend of fpack. 

Another one will be of classifying the buckets according to 

their size and putting them into particular capacity class. 

 

Let, ff1: sort(O, asc), be the function which sorts the set of 

objects in the ascending order. 

 

Let, ff2: sort(O, desc), be the function which sorts the set of 

objects in the descending order. 

 
Figure 2: Multiplexor Logic 

 

Functions ff1, ff2 can be executed on different cores by 

selecting one of the two and creating morphs of the selected 

friend function. The time complexity of sorting will hence be 

reduced to O(1). The selection process can be done using 

multiplexor logic given in the figure below. 

 

Let, ff3: Bi ← search(B, C, Ok, size(Ok)), be the function to 

search for the bin Bi є B in which we want to place the object 

Ok having some size, and this function returns bin Bi which 

satisfies the constraints ф1, ф2, ф3, etc. 

 

Let, ff4: [Bi, Cj] → Cap, be the friend function which gives 

the capacity class of bin Bi. mems is the shared memory i.e. 

the bin Bi. 

 

DD is the deterministic data i.e. the objects to be stored in to 

the bins. DD represents the objects and their size associated 

with each of them and the bin capacity with their capacity 

class is a part of DD. NDD is the non-deterministic data i.e. 

the sequence of the objects coming from the user which is 

unknown and the placement of objects in a particular bin of a 

particular capacity class. The objects are created, inserted, 

accessed by users. They can be created randomly with no 

order defined. Hence this kind of unknown data is said to be 

non-deterministic. NDD can only be determined at runtime, 

and hence every time the algorithm needs to run in order to 
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place the different objects in given bins at different time 

instances. 

ф is the set of constraints on the system. 

For placement of each object Ok in bin Bi, we need to 

consider the following constraints, 

ф1 = size(Ok) <= Cj(Bi), if Ok is the first object to be placed 

in the bin Bi. 

ф2 = size(Ok) <= (Cj(Bi)-size(Oj)), if Ok is the second object 

to be placed in bin Bi. 

ф3 = size(Ok) <= (Cj(Bi)-size(Op)), where Op is the set of 

already placed objects in the bin Bi. 

 

Thus, the system S can be represented as: 

S = {s, e, Y = {B1 = {O1, O2, ...On}, B2 = {O1, O2, O3, ...Om}, 

...Bx = {O1, O2, Op}}, X = {B, O, C, size, Q},  

fpack, ff1, ff2, ff3, ff4, mems, ф1, ф2, ф3} 

The serialized execution of the functions will be as follows: 

ff1/ff2 →  ff4 →  ff3 →  fpack 

 
Figure 3: Task State Diagram 

 

Success: All the objects are placed in the limited number of 

bins, hence giving the sequence of objects to be stored in 

each bin of each capacity class. 

Failure: Error or exception caused forcing the system to exit. 

 

3.3  Data tables and discussion 

 

Table 1: Results 

 

 

The proposed algorithm is tested using the above research 

methodology comparing its results with the classic bin 

packing algorithm. The results in table 1, give the values of 

calculated for the existing bin packing algorithm in 

accordance with the proposed solution. 

4. Conclusion 
 
The performance graph in figure 4, displays the 

performances of the bin packing algorithm and the proposed 

algorithm. The number of data objects is at the Y axis and the 

number of bins at the X axis. The performance of the 

proposed algorithm is better than the existing BPA. A 

constant rise in performance can be noted right from the 

beginning when the number of objects is the least till the 

maximum number of objects is reached. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Performance graph 
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